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This invention relates to'an improved handle for hand 
tools such as screwdrivers and the like. i - 

In using standard screwdrivers, to take one example 
of a tool to‘ which the present invention is applicable, it 
is found on many occasions when a hard driving screw 
is encountered‘that the screw becomes so di?icult to turn 
that‘the leverage afforded‘ one’s hand by the standard 
screwdriver handle is insu?icient‘to turn the screw. On 
such occasions one is apt to use a plyers or wrench to 
turn the screwdriver, and then only with clumsy, time 
consuming dif?culty. A number of special purpose screw 
driver sets have been heretofore suggested that use wrench 
handles or ratchet mechanisms to increase the leverage 
but these, in the main, come in a several piece set that 
is much too bulky as well as expensive for the average 
householder to buy or use. It is a desideratum, there 
fore, to provide a simple one-piece screwdriver that may 
be used as an ordinary screwdriver but that will furnish 
means for the. extra leverage needed when hard driving 
screws are encountered. 

It has heretofore been suggested, and the structure of 
the improved handle of the present invention also con 
templates and embodies, a tool handle modi?ed by the 
provision of a through opening extending transversely of 
the tool handle for 
which converts the handle to a T structure and‘ which 
implement may be grasped 
obtaining the increased operating leverage. In such mod 
i?ed tool handles, as suggested by the prior art, the 
through opening was usually designed to receive and‘ 
accommodate a T converting implement of a single cross 
sectional dimension, which for this reason limited the 
scope of usefulness of the tool handle. Where the tool 
opening is designed as by the use of an elongated handle 
opening the side walls of ‘which are tapered so as to‘ 
accommodate converting implements of different cross~ 
sectional areas, other dif?culties are encountered such 
as the lack of secure ?tting of the implement in the 
handle opening (resulting in the shifting of the implement 
hand the dropping of the implement from the handle) 
and also resulting in an undesirable see-saw weavin 
or wiggling of the implement in the handle. ‘ 
The prime object of our present invention resides in 

the provision, in a hand tool, of a handle provided as 
aforesaid with a‘ through‘ opening extending transversely 
of‘the handle for the cross-reception of an implement for 
a?ording increased operating leverage, said opening being 
so designed and constructed whereby implements of dif 
ferentcross-sectional areas may‘be‘received by said open 
ing and whereby an implement of a given cross-sectional 
areamay be ?tted into, held within, and preferably locked 
by the appropriate structural part ‘of said opening. 
“To accomplishmentof this object and such other ob 

jects as may hereinafter appear, our invention relates to. 
the tool handleas sought to be de?ned in the‘ appended 
claims ‘taken together with the following speci?cation and 
the appended drawings, in which: i 

Fig. 1 is ‘a vertical elevational view ofa tool handle‘ 

the cross-reception of an implement. 

by said hand of the user for ‘ 
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embodying the principles of the present‘ invention and 
shown applied to a screwdriver; 

Fig. 2 is a perspective view‘thereof shown to an en 
larged scale with a part out off in cross-section in the 
plane of the line 2——2 of Fig. 1; ‘ I. 

Fig. 3 is an elevational view ‘of the handle and screw 
driver shown in Fig. 1, turned 90° about the axis of the 
handle, and illustrating the manner in which the tool 
handle is converted to a T handle; 

Fig. 4 is a vertical cross-sectional view of part of the 
handle shown in Fig. l and drawn to an enlarged scale 
and also illustrating the manner of its use; . 

Fig. 5 is a view generally similar to Fig. 1 and showing 
a modi?cation employing a metal liner or insert for the 
handle opening; ‘ 

Fig. 6 is a perspective view drawn to an enlarged scale 
of the metal liner or insert embodied in the handle of 
Fig. 5; ‘ 

Fig. Tis a view similar to Fig. 1 showing a modi?ca 
tion thereof; 

' Fig. 8 is a view also similar to that of Fig. 5 and show 
, ing a further modi?cation; 
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Figs. 9, 10 and 11 are views of further modi?cations; 
and 

Fig. 12 is an explanatory view of these further modi-‘ 
?cations. 

Referring now in more detail to the drawings and, 
having reference ?rst to Figs. 1 to 4 thereof, the tool 
handle of our invention is shown exempli?ed in a handle 
H associated with the shank S of a screwdriver, the. 
handle H being forward or provided adjacent its upper 
end, where the handle is usually held by the hand of the‘ 
user for‘ operating the tool, with 
extending transversely of the tool 
reception‘of an- implement I (which, for example, may 
be another available screwdriver) and which latter may 
be grasped by said hand of the user for converting the 
handle to a T structure to obtain the needed increased 

a through opening 0 

operating leverage. The handle H is preferably made of i 
a material which is somewhat yieldable (capable of ?ex 
ing) or resilient such as wood or a plastic, for reasons 
that will become clearer hereinafter. 

\ In accordance with the objects and the principles of 
the present invention, the through opening 
longitudinally of the handle H, is made to comprise a 
plurality of openings of sequentially decreasing widths 
‘arranged longitudinally of the handle in progressively 
stepped relation. To accomplish this the opposed longi 
tudinal walls a and b of the opening 0 are stepped, i. e. 
formed to i provide steps s, s to de?ne a plurality of open 
ings‘lll, 12, 14 and 16 of sequentially decreasing widths 

‘ arranged as best indicated in Figs. 1 and 20f the draw 
ings in progressively stepped relation. To accommodate 
the largest size of T implement, the opening‘ 10 is formed 1 
with an enlarged lead-in or entrant portion e. By means 
of this construction, implements of different widths may 
be received by the opening 0 and an implement of a given 
width- (or area) such as the implement I illustrated in 
Figs; 3 and 4 may be ?tted into and held within one of 
said stepped openings which is of a corresponding width 
or area such‘ as the stepped ‘opening 12 illustrated in 
Figs. 3 and 4. ‘ 

This opening of stepped formation servesto accomplish 
a number of results‘ and advantages that imparts the 
utility desired for a tool handle of this character. Dis- ‘ 
tinguished from a tool handle adapted to receive an im 
plement only of a given dimension or area, the tool handle 
of the present invention is capable of receiving implements 
of different cross-sectional areas, any: one of which may 
be ?tted for use. 
tapered to accommodate implements of different widths 

’ or areas, the desired end results would not be achievable. 

handle for the cross-’ 

0, arranged 

If the through opening 0 were merely ' 
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Thereasons for this‘ is that in using althrough opening 
in a handle for receiving a.T implement for extra lever 
age, one ?nds that the most convenient way to hold the 
handle'whi'l'e'driving‘a hard turning screw is to have one 
hand holding the tool shanktS) near the blade end (to 
k‘eép‘the blade‘ from slipping out of the screw head slot), 
and the‘ot-h'er h'and pressing'palm down' on the top of 
the handle, the ?ngers holdingthe crossed or T imple 
rnent7(to' supply 'the- necessary axial pressure); andwith 
anonestepped through opening it is found that when a T 
implement-is insertedand the operator then begins to 
turn a hard driving screw in a wall or ceiling position, 
the usert'quickly' ?nds that as the handle is rotated and 
then released-to grasp the handle for another turn, the 
T implement falls out~of the opening. This will trans 
pire-'=every"time-the tool isheld at an angle with respect _ 
to the-‘ground'other'than the perfectly vertical position‘. 
The inconvenience of having to pick up and replace the 
TL implement after each rotation renderssuch a construc 
tionpractically'useless; Furthermore, even when held 
in a position such as the verticalrposition, the T imple-' 
ment is-subject'to a see-saw'weaving or wiggling in the 
longitudinally elongated handle opening. 

' In the‘ structure of the present invention, where hard 
turning screws requiring extra leverage are encountered, 
the=shank=ofany1other implement I such as the screw 
driver illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3 of the drawings is 
inserted'in-to an opening partrwhich freely receives the 
same and is then pressed down into the opening part 
into which his ?tted and held, namely, into one of the 
stepped openings such'as 10, 12, 14 or 16 of a width or 
di’rnension'corresponding to that of the implement. This 
action-'wil'l‘ibe- further described hereinbelow. I 
We have found that an important part of the holding 

e?e'ct of the‘ stepped ‘openings is due to the ?exing action 
of the h-andlewalls at the overall opening 0. As the T 
implement shank is pressed into the opening part into 
which it is to be ?tted, there is a tendency of the handle 
walls at-the overall ‘opening- to spread due to this ?exing, 
action’. The sides a and b of the stepped openings may, 
therefore, be'straight or vertical, the distance between the 
sides being'made so that the size ‘of any step is slightly 
less than the" diameterof the T‘ shank‘for that size step. 
Consequently, as the T shank is pressed home a minor 
arc of the cross-section circle‘ of the T shank ?rst engages 
the top ot‘its particular step; and upon pressing the T 

' shankl'into its step, the'side walls of the overall opening 
are spread su?iciently to permit the needed ?exing with 
a resultant holding and‘partly locking engagement of 
ther'cross-implement'by and between the opposed sides 
of the- receiving step. Tool handles made out of plastic 
or wood' are found'resilient'enough to be ideal for en~ 
abling‘ the needed ?exing; To improve the ?exing of 
the‘handle' material in the region adjacent the opening 
16, we prefer to provide a’ cutout or opening portion 
extending therebelow such as the V-shaped cutout 18 
incthe-handle atthis" region' as clearly shown in Figs; 1, 
2' and‘ 4, and the opening portion which‘ extends above 
the largest stepped opening 10 also serves to improve 
the ?exing at the upper end of the handle. 

in the preferred embodiment of the structure, however, 
it is also desired that the T implement, when ?tted into' 
its appropriately stepped opening, may be more securely 
seated and locked against zigzag or wiggle in the stepped 
opening into which it is_ ?tted. This we accomplish by 
having‘ the‘walls ‘of at least some of the stepped openings 
recessed to form a lockingr seat for'the cross or T im 
plement.‘ Such a recessed construction may, for example, 
be formed‘ by having the walls of the stepped openings 
reversely tapered with reference to the direction of de 
creasing'widths of' said openings. As is most clearly 
showninrFigs.‘ 2 and- 4 of the drawings, the walls de 
?ning. thewop'enings 1'2; 14 and 16 are recessed such asv 
beingreversely‘ tapered-so'th'at they have a “keystone" 
shape‘tin press-section‘. With‘ this recessed 'step'v or reverse 
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taper when an' implement ‘such’ as'I ‘is' pressed" down“ into 
its stepped opening position, it will “click” into position 
and it will not only be ?tted into and hold within the 
opening but it will be securely seated and locked against 
wiggle in the stepped opening, as is most clearly illus 
trated in Fig. 4 of the. drawings, the shanks of the T 
implement being, of course, locked in place by the re 
cessed wedge sides ofthe?tted opening. 
We have found that there are generally ?be size divi- . 

sions of screwdriver‘ shank'thicknesses " in use, ranging 
from approximately W16” diameter to substantially 1A3" 
diameter; Ina-preferred structure, however,-we. ?nd 
that four stepped openings, as illustrated, for shanks 
ranging from @713" to_%”,' the stepp'ed'intervals being of 

‘ the order of 1/16" in size are adequate for all general uses. 
We have also found that by providing such de?ned steps 
(as distinguished from a continuous taper) we are enabled 
to reduce the" overall length‘ of ‘the opening _,substantia11y, 
this being reducible to approximately one inch-in ‘size. 
A structure such 'asis illustrated in the drawings will take 
in T‘ form standard’thicknes's screwdriver shanks from a 
large'size to"one‘of"the smallest; andv in every case the 
T‘screwdriver'is vnot only ?tted ‘b'ut‘is locked in place so 
?rmly'that'no'side-sway or wiggle is possible. 7’ 

In Figs.‘ 5 ‘and ’6iof"th'e drawings, we show a modi?ca 
ti‘on'of'th'e structure of the invention. In this modi?ca 
tion the handle '11" is’provided with a metal'linei' or insert 
L‘, separatelyshown in Fig. 6’, which’ is formed with the 
through ‘opening 0'', corresponding to the opening 0 which 
is formed in the handle itself "in the invented form illus 
trated‘in‘Figs. 1’to-4, except‘that'for‘this‘ modi?cation,» 
the enlarged lead-in or‘ entrant portion'is ornitted,_re§ 

action‘ ‘ of the opening-‘walls. 
serted into the - corresponding‘ opening‘ in ' the. handle" and 
is swedged ~or= ?anged theret'o'atits opposite ends "or ‘is 
otherwise secured thereto. The inside walls ‘o’f‘th‘e nietal 
liner form'secure anchoring means for'the crossed‘ or T 
implement and _the liner also serves to dress up and ‘there; 
fore improve the ‘ appearance " of; the‘ handle‘ structure.‘ 
The interior-‘opposed‘wallsla’; b’ of'the metal ‘liner or 
insert‘ are stepp'ed'iand ‘preferably recessed infthe' same 
manner as'illustr'ated in- the form of the invention'in ‘Figs. 
1 to '4, producing the stepped openings'10’, 12", 14.‘:and' 

> 15'. of which the last ithree'stepsi are also recessed’ ones. 
Fig’: 5310f the-drawings also illustrates the manner'in which 
implements-oféany-of'four different diameters‘ are capable 
of being ?tted- into. and locked byithe‘four di?erent stepped 
openings-1 Again; to improvev the'?exinghof‘the' handle 
rnaterial' inithe region adjacent‘the-opening 16’ we ‘may 
provide a cutout suchxas-ther V-shap‘ed'cutout‘ 18 "shown 
in'Fig. 1 but which ‘may m‘erely" bera'sli't such =as_18" in‘ 
the handle at this regioni(seetFig. 5).- a a ‘ > 

In Fig; 7 of the drawin‘gs'we showtanotherm‘odi?ca 
tion of a handle H2 in ‘which the-‘stepped openings of the‘ 
through opening “02 ‘points upwardly .~ (instead' of down‘ 
wardly as‘in‘ the preceding ?gures); in 'whichtcase the'fT‘ 
implement would be‘ lockedwithtaniupward pressure ex? 
erted by the ?ngers oflthe. user." In-this'istructure'theni‘ 
the longitudinal walls‘of'the opening O2'lare- steppedfto 
provide the’ upwardly arranged‘series' of stepped openings’ 
102, 122, 142 and 162; In this'-modi?cationithe wall'sof 
the largest openin‘g'l?z. areal'so" recessed or-‘reverselyv 
tapered and this‘op'en'in'giis' preceded by-an enlargedzle‘adi 
in or entrant portion e2. . 

In'th'e furtherirnodi?cation of'the invention‘ showirin“ 
Fig. 8', the ‘handle ‘H3 'is‘provided ‘with- a rn'etal'liner‘ or 
insertjL3 which-has its'iriterior walls shaped in arcs‘ of 
decreasing diameters thereby ‘providing openings ‘103;’ 12.3,“ 
14-3 and" 163 or‘ sequentially" decreasing diameters’ or 
widths, again‘ arranged longitudinally, of ‘the handle in 
progressively‘. stepped‘relation; The opening’103-is' ‘here 
also‘ preceded'by the lead-in or entrant portion 23 This? 
form of the invention. al’sdprovide‘sia recessedconstruo' 
ti‘on'and zone in 'which'tlie stepped openings are adapted 



5 
to receive implements of different circular cross-sections 
with an accurate and rigid ?tting. , . . H . , 

In Figs. 9, through 12 we show views of further modi 
?cations‘ of the invention, these views showing the same 
modi?ed construction except that in Fig. 9 the overall 
opening is made without, while in Figs. 10 through 12, 
the overall opening is made with a metal liner. The parts 
in these modi?cations which are similar to the parts of 
the previously described views are indicated by similar 
but suitably primed reference characters. In these modi 
?cations, the structure is shown, by way of example, with 
the stepped openings pointing upwardly (as is also the 
casein Fig. \7).‘ ‘ . ‘ 

Fig. 12 ‘illustrates the ?exing action that takes place in 
the Walls of the overall opening 05 (moving from the 
full line‘ position'to‘ the dotted line position) as the T 
implement I5 is‘ moved from the entrant portion e5 to its 
“clicked in” seated and locked position in the stepped 
opening‘ 105 (the implement moving‘fromthe full line 
position to the dotted‘ line position shown). Each. step 
is ‘recessed ditfer‘ently ‘than in‘ the preceding 
provide, the seating and locking step for the selected T 
implement; and each recessed step is so designed and con‘ 
‘structed as to require less‘ force to'insert or “click in” 
the T implement than to withdraw it‘, and to consequently 
‘provide for a secure locking and holding of the implement 
in ‘its seated position ev‘en‘with a small inserting force. 

This latterfuncti‘on is accomplished by making the 
wedge angle of insertion.‘ ?atter than‘the wedge angle‘ of 
withdrawal of the ‘T‘ implement. Each step is made to 
comprise a straight part s followed‘ by a recessed part r, 
the diameter d (see Fig. 10) of the straight entrant part s 
being less than the diameter D of the T implement for 
that step. The result is that the inserting angle indicated 
as 21 (see Fig. 12) is smaller than the withdrawing angle 
indicatedqas n',lthese ‘being, the ‘respective angles made 
by the incident‘tangent to the T implement with a vertical 
drawn at the‘ point of tangenc‘y. ‘It will ‘be noted that 
the‘ force component ?exing apart the walls of the open 
ing to permit the insertion-of the‘T into the step is a 
function of the cosine of the inserting‘ angle and that the 
withdrawal force component is similarly a function of 
the cosine of the withdrawal angle, with the result ‘that 
the inserting angle, being smaller, makes it easier to click 
in the T than to withdraw ‘it or clicklit out. As a conse 
quence, the implement is securely seated in a locked posi 
tion in ‘the selected step without requiring a large inserting 
force, or stated otherwise the T is capable‘of being‘ clicked 
in quite easily, yet it is held so tightly that it cannot be 
loosened while being used even with the most di?icult 
turning screws. 
While in these various modi?cations of the invention 

we show the same applied to a screwdriver, it will be 
understood that the tool handle of the present invention 
is intended for other tool applications as well, such, for 
example, as nut drivers, reams, awls, ?les, universal clip 
in or chuck handles that take various types of tool shanks 
(screwdrivers, nut drivers, etc.). In short, any type of 
rotating tools where it is ‘desired on comparatively irregu 
lar occasions to have extra leverage or turning case may 
be employed with the handle of the present invention. 
The structure, operation, uses and advantages of the 

tool handle of the present invention will in the main be 
fully apparent from the above-detailed description there 
of. In its application for use with a screwdriver (as an 
example of the various uses to which the ha‘ndle may be 
put) the advantages are apparent. The overall opening, 
while taking all size T’s is small enough to be included 
in standard size tool handles. On easy turning screws 
the device may be used like any standard screwdriver. 
On hard turning screws, where extra leverage is desired, 
the shank of any implement such as any screwdriver may 
be readily inserted into the opening of the handle, ?tted 
therewith and locked therein, thus forming a rigid T or 
crossed implement. After use the implement may be 
readily withdrawn or removed. The handle may be used 
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by the householder and skilled workman alike. For the 
householder who ‘usually does not. own an‘ expensive 
special purpose wrench handle tool set, a tool embodying 
the handle of the invention is an ideal mechanical and 
economical solution for the problem of extra leverage, 
especially when any one of a dozen common household 
items such as screwdrivers, nut drivers, tubing, dowels, 
icepicks, etc., may be used for the T implement. For 
the skilled workman, who may already own a special 
purpose wrench handle tool set, the handle of the present 
invention is of great convenience because it is capable of 
simple and very rapid‘ use. With no moving parts to 
wear out or break, the tool handle is rugged and lasting. 

While we have shown the tool handle of our invention 
in its preferred form, it will be apparent that changes 
may be made in the structure and design thereof without 
departing from the spirit of the invention de?ned in the 
‘following claims. 
We claim: 
1. In‘a hand tool, a handle adapted to be held by a 

hand ‘of the‘ user for operating the tool, said handle being 
provided longitudinally ‘thereof with a through opening 
extending transversely of-the tool handle‘ for the cross 
reception of'an implement which may be‘grasped by said 
hand of the user‘for obtaining increased operating lever 
age, the opposed‘longitudinal walls of said through open 
ingbeing stepped to de?ne a plurality of ‘openings of 
sequentially decreasing widths arranged longitudinally of 
the handle' in progressively‘ stepped relation, the said 
through opening including a portion extending beyond the 
largest stepped opening. and a‘portion extending beyond 
the smallest stepped opening, the said longitudinal walls 
de?ning said through opening being resilient to permit 
said walls to ?ex transversely of the length of said handle, 
‘whereby implements of different ‘Widths may be received 
by ‘said through'op‘enin‘g and an implement of a given 
width may be resiliently ?tted into and held within one 
of said stepped openings which is of‘ a corresponding 
width. ‘ t ‘ 

2. In a hand tool, a handle‘ adapted to be held by a 
hand of the user for operating the tool, said handle being 
provided with a through opening extending transversely 
of the tool handle for the cross-reception of an imple 
ment which may be grasped by said hand of the user for 
obtaining increased operating leverage, the opposed longij 
tudinal walls of said opening being stepped to de?ne a 
plurality of openings of‘sequentially decreasing widths 
arranged longitudinally of the handle in progressively 
and de?nitely stepped relation, whereby implements of 
different width may be received by said opening and an 
implement of a given width may be ?tted into and held 
within one of said stepped openings which is of a corre 
sponding width, the‘walls of at least some of said stepped 
openings being recessed to form an implement seat where 
by a selected Width implement may be seated and locked 
against wiggle in the recess~stepped opening into which 
it is ?tted. 

3. In a hand tool, a handle adapted to be held by a 
hand of the user for operating the tool, said handle being 
provided with a metal insert formed with a through open 
ing extending transversely of the tool handle for the 
cross-reception of an implement which may be grasped 
by said hand of the user for obtaining increased operat 
ing leverage, the opposed longitudinal walls. of said metal 
insert being stepped to de?ne a plurality of openings of 
sequentially decreasing widths arranged longitudinally of 
the handle in progressively stepped relation, whereby im 
plements of different widths may be received by said 
opening and an implement of a given width may be ?tted 
into and held within one of said stepped openings which 
is ‘of a corresponding width, the walls of at least some of 
said stepped openings of the metal insert being reversely 
tapered with reference to the direction of decreasing 
widths of said openings to form an implement seat where 
by a selected width implement may be seated and locked 
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against wiggle in1 the1 stepped?‘openingv intoiwhich-it‘ is 

4: Ida handltool, a'handlefadapted‘to'tbe' hel'diby. a 
hand of the: user for operating the/tool, said handle'b'eing 
providediwithw a through opening'extending transversely 
of the tool handle for the‘ cross~reception ofian imple 
ment which ‘may be grasped bylsaid hand of'the nser‘for 
obtaining increased ‘operating leverage; th'e'iopp‘osed longi 
tudinal walls of said openingabeinghstepped-to d'e?n'ei-a 
plurality of? openings of sequentially: decreasing widths 15 
arranged longitudinally. of ther handlev in progressively 
stepped relation,‘ andsaid‘wall's beingr-possessed‘of an 
inherent resiliency, to' perniit said'l'walls‘to ?ex, whereby 
implements offdii‘ferent-widths mayibe‘ received‘by said 
openingrand an'implernent'of a- given widthmay be re‘ 
;siliently ?tted into and held within one of‘ said" stepped 
openings which is of a corresponding width, the: walls‘lo‘f 
at least some of said stepped openings being recessed to 
form an implementiseat‘whereb‘y a selected ‘width’ imple 
ment m'ay’ beseated=and locked'against-wigg'le int the 
stepped opening into which-it is‘?tted. 

5. In a handitool, ahandle adapted to be held/by. a 
hand of the user for operating the'tool, said handlé‘being 

Cl 

20 

provided with a metal insert ‘formed with a through open- ‘V 
ing extending transversely of-the tool handle for the 

' cross-reception of an implement‘which'm-aylbe grasped 
by said hand of the-user‘for obtainingrtincreased'operating 
leverage, the opposed longitudinal walls of‘ said ‘ metal 
insert being stepped to‘ define aplur‘alityi of openings‘ of 
sequentially decreasing widths arranged longitudinally of 
the handle in progressively stepped relation‘, said opposed 
walls'being?pos'sessed of an‘ inherent'resiliency to permit 
said walls to ?ex, whereby implements‘ofidi?erentlwidths 
may. be- received by said openingand an implement-of 
a given width: may be‘ ‘resiliently 3?tted- into and held with‘-v 
in one of said stepped openings" which; is of a'corresp‘oiid-v 
ing width, the walls of at‘lea‘st sometof said stepped open 
ings of the metal insert being recessed to form an imple 
ment seat whereby a selected widthj implement‘ may-‘be 
seated and locked against wigglein the stepped opening 
into which it is v?tted. t 

6. In a hand tool, a handle‘ ad-apted'to be held by a 
hand of the user for operating the'tool, said-handle being 
provided with a- metal insert formed with‘ a through? o‘pene 
ing extending transversely of" the tool handle‘ for the 
cross-reception‘ of an'implement‘ which may be grasped 

40 

45 

81. 
by said hand of the user for obtainingziacréaseu operating 
leverage), the opposed ' longitt'idinali walls" of said 7111611211 
\iii‘se'rtibeingj st‘e'ppe'dftd' de?ne ai‘plu'rality‘j'of openiri-gs of 
sequentially deeréasing-widtlis arranged‘"longitudinally of 
the handle in: progressively stepped ‘re ation, said opposed 
wal1s'being'-pbsse§sed of an inherent resiliéneyto permit 
said ‘walls’ to ‘?eir; whereby‘ implements of different widths 
may" be'rec'eivedby' said openin‘g'and‘rani implement of a 
given width may'beiresiliently'l ?tted into and'hel'd‘within 
one of said stepped'openingswhich is‘of ‘a corresponding 
width, the walls of a't‘leastjsoiiie-‘ofisaid ‘stepped openings 
of the metal insert being reverselytapered with‘ reference 
to‘ the direction of‘ decreasing“ widths of said,‘ openings 
whereby‘ ai-vfsel'ected widtli' implement inay'lbze loék'ed'agains't 
wiggle in the stepped'opening ‘into which it is‘?'ttedl 

7; In a~hand tool, a no'njimetal‘h'andle' adapted‘to' be 
heldib'y'a hand j of‘th'e u‘se'r'for operating,‘ the tdol,’ said 
handle being provided longitudinally? thereof [with a 
through opening linedwith “a metal "ins" extending trans 
v‘eréely' of thetoorhandw for" the‘gcr‘os‘ eeepti'on of an 
implement which‘ may‘ be ' graspedby said‘ hand‘ of the 
user for obtaining'inereasedoperating lev'érag'e','-'the op. 
posed longitudinal walls'of said metal insert being. stepped 
to‘ de?ne'a plurality‘; of ‘openings fof'sequentially decreas 
ing'widtihs 'a'r‘ranged'longitndinally of the handle in pro 
gressively" stepped‘ rel'ati’on,“_ the opposed walls olf'said 
throughepening including the walls‘ of saidmetal insert 
being resilienfto permit said‘w'a'll'sv-tovflex transversely 
of_ the‘ length‘ of said handle, whereby, implements ‘of 
different widths may be received by said through opening 
and‘ an: im'pIement'Of‘a given width may, be resiliently 
?tted ivintor and held within one ot said stepped openings 
which is of ‘a- corresponding width. 
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